Everyday objects can vary in a number of feature dimensions, such as color and shape. To identify and recognize a particular object, often times we need to encode and store multiple features of an object simultaneously. Previous studies have highlighted the role of the superior intraparietal sulcus (IPS) in storing single object features in visual short-term memory (VSTM), such as color, orientation, shape outline, and shape topology. The role of this brain area in storing multiple features of an object together in VSTM, however, remains mostly unknown. In this study, using an event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging design and an independent region-of-interestbased approach, how an object's color and shape may be retained together in the superior IPS during VSTM was investigated. Results from four experiments indicate that the superior IPS holds neither integrated whole objects nor the total number of objects (both whole and partial) stored in VSTM. Rather, it represents the total amount of feature information retained in VSTM. The ability to accumulate information acquired from different visual feature dimensions suggests that the superior IPS may be a flexible information storage device, consistent with the involvement of the parietal cortex in a variety of other cognitive tasks. These results also bring new understanding to the object benefit reported in behavioral VSTM studies and provide new insights into solving the binding problem in the brain.
Introduction
In everyday life, to sustain attended visual objects across saccades and other visual interruptions and to use this information to guide behavior and thoughts, it is often necessary to store object information in a temporary buffer known as visual short-term memory (VSTM) (Phillips, 1974; Phillips and Christie, 1977) . Although the role of the frontal/prefrontal cortices in the control and maintenance of VSTM (also known as visual working memory) has been well described by previous studies (GoldmanRakic, 1987; Desimone, 1996; Miller et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 1997; Courtney et al., 1997; Smith and Jonides, 1998; Pessoa et al., 2002; Curtis and D'Esposito, 2003) , Marois a (2004, 2005) and Xu and Chun (2006) showed that the superior intraparietal sulcus (IPS) may play the most important role in storing object information in VSTM, because functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activations in this brain area correlated strongly with the number of objects held in VSTM (see also Vogel and Machizawa, 2004; Song and Jiang, 2006) .
In the studies by Marois (2004, 2005) and Xu and Chun (2006) , each object in the display contained a single feature. Thus, although superior IPS response is believed to reflect the number of objects retained in VSTM, it could also reflect the number of features and the total amount of visual information retained in VSTM, a possibility that has not been examined previously. Moreover, everyday objects can vary in a number of feature dimensions, such as color and shape, and often times we need to encode multiple features of an object simultaneously to identify and recognize that object. Although the superior IPS has been shown to store various kinds of single object features (e.g., color, orientation, shape outline, and shape topology), how this brain area may store multiple features of an object together in VSTM remains mostly unknown.
In behavioral studies, researchers have discovered the well known object benefit in VSTM. Namely, when attention is directed to an object, all of its features may be automatically encoded together into VSTM (Irwin and Andrews, 1996; Luck and Vogel, 1997; Xu, 2002a Xu, , 2006 . To account for this benefit, Luck and Vogel (1997) argued that visual objects rather than individual features are the units of information processing in VSTM and that features are first integrated to form whole objects which are then stored in VSTM (Irwin and Andrews, 1996; Vogel et al., 2001) .
These behavioral results suggest that, when an object's color and shape are stored together in VSTM, the superior IPS may store integrated whole objects, requiring all attended object features to be represented together in this brain area (integration account). Alternatively, this brain area may store the total number of objects encoded in VSTM, regardless of whether they are whole and partial objects (object account). In a third possibility, the superior IPS may not store discrete objects, but simply the total amount of feature information retained in VSTM (feature account). This study examined which one of these accounts best describes the representation of multifeature objects in the superior IPS.
Materials and Methods
To delineate how multiple features of an object are retained together in the superior IPS, imagine the following manipulation: a set of similar shape features are conjoined with a set of dissimilar color features, such that, when both types of features are retained together, the maximum VSTM capacities (Ks) are ϳ3 for colors (easy) and 1 for shapes (hard). That is, as display set size increases, K plateaus at ϳ3 for colors and ϳ1 for shapes ( Fig. 1 A) .
If the superior IPS represents whole and integrated objects, it would require both features of each object to be stored. Under this scenario, responses in this brain area would be limited by the maximal number of the harder features encoded. Thus, an integration account would predict that only one integrated object would be represented in the superior IPS as display set size increases ( Fig. 1 B) . However, if the superior IPS represents the total number of objects stored in VSTM, regardless of whether they are whole or partial objects, responses in this brain area would be limited by the maximal number of the easier features encoded. An object account thus predicts that maximally one whole object (with both features stored) plus two partial objects (with only the color feature stored), totaling three objects, can be stored in the superior IPS. Responses in this brain area would therefore increase as display set size increases and plateau at set size 3 (Fig. 1C) . Alternatively, if the superior IPS represents the total amount of feature information retained, responses in this brain area would be limited by the maximal numbers of both types of features retained, which would be four features (one shape plus three colors). Consequently, according to the feature account, response in the superior IPS would increase as display set size increases and plateau at set size 3 (Fig. 1 D) . Note that, under this experimental manipulation, the last two accounts predict the same superior IPS response pattern. In experiments 1 and 2, the above design was performed to test the predictions of the integration account against both the object account and the feature account.
To further distinguish between the object account and the feature account, experiment 3 varied the amount of feature information retained in VSTM while keeping the total number of objects constant, and experiment 4 varied the number of objects retained in VSTM while keeping the total amount of feature information constant. The object account predicts that the superior IPS would track the number of objects present, independent of the amount of feature information retained. In contrast, the feature account predicts that this brain area would track the total amount of feature information retained independent of the number of objects that this information comes from.
Participants
Fourteen observers (eight females) participated in both experiments 1 and 2 in the same scanning session; eight observers (four females) participated in experiment 3, with one observer (male) who also participated in experiments 1 and 2 about 6 months earlier; and seven observers (two females) participated in experiment 4, with two observers (males) also participated in experiment 3 about 13 months earlier. All observers were recruited from the Yale University campus, were right handed, had normal or corrected to normal vision and normal color vision, and were paid for their participation. Informed consent was obtained from all observers and the study was approved by the Yale committee on the use of humans as experimental subjects. Data from two observers (both females) were excluded from experiments 1 and 2 because of excessive head movements.
Design and procedure
Main experiments. All displays subtended 13.7°ϫ 13.7°and were presented on a light gray background. A given object subtended maximally 3.1°ϫ 3.1°. In all four experiments, each trial lasted 6 s and consisted of fixation (1000 ms), sample display (200 ms), blank delay (1000 ms), test display/response period (2500 ms), and response feedback (1300 ms) as either a happy face for a correct response or a sad face for an incorrect response presented at fixation.
In experiment 1, to test the predictions of the integration account (that the superior IPS stores integrated whole objects), a set of similar shape features were conjoined with a set of dissimilar color features. Observers were asked to retain these objects in VSTM and, after a brief delay, judged whether a particular color or shape feature was present in the initial display. The sample display contained either 1-4, or 6 mushroom-like colored objects presented at different spatial locations around the central fixation (Fig. 2 A) . A given object could be in one of seven dissimilar colors (red, green, blue, orange, yellow, white, or magenta) and in one of A, Behavioral performance from a hypothetical VSTM experiment in which a set of dissimilar colors are conjoined with a set of similar shapes, resulting in a maximal of three colors and one shape retained together in VSTM. As display set size increases, Ks (the number of features retained in VSTM) increase and plateau at three for colors and at one for shapes. B-D, Possible superior IPS response patterns. The integration account argues that the superior IPS stores integrated whole objects, requiring all attended object features to be represented together in this brain area; the object account argues that superior IPS stores the total number of objects encoded in VSTM, regardless of whether they are whole or partial, and the feature account argues that the superior IPS simply stores the total amount of feature information retained in VSTM. Note that, under this experimental manipulation, the last two accounts predict the same superior IPS response pattern.
nine similar shapes (Fig. 2) . Each shape was constructed by attaching one of three mushroom-cap-like top part to one of three mushroom-stem-like bottom part, rendering them to be highly similar to each other and difficult to retain in VSTM (Xu and Chun, 2006) . A given shape or color was never repeated in a sample display. The test display contained either a colored square (color probe) or a black shape (shape probe) at the center of the display (Fig. 2 A) . Observers judged whether the color of the color probe or the shape of the shape probe was present or absent in the sample display (50% probability for each). Color and shape were probed equally often and in random order, encouraging observers to encode both features of each object in the sample display. This also allowed the measurement of separate behavioral VSTM capacity estimates for the two features when they were retained together. In addition to the experimental trials, there were also blank fixation trials in which only a fixation dot was present throughout the 6 s trial duration. The presentation order of the different trial types was pseudorandom and balanced in a run Kanwisher, 2000, 2001; Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006) . Each run contained 12 trials for each display set size, half with color probes and half with shape probes. Each observer was tested with four runs, each lasting 7 min and 57 s.
In experiment 2, to further test the predictions of the integration account, VSTM for feature binding was explicitly required. Observers retained in VSTM the same set of objects used in experiment 1; however, instead of having their memory probed separately for color and shape features as in experiment 1, memory for feature conjunction was probed in this experiment. Here, only set sizes 2, 3, 4, and 6 displays were used and the test display either contained one of the sample objects or an object with a color and shape conjunction from two different sample objects (Fig. 2 B) . Observers judged whether the probe object was present or absent in the sample display (50% probability for each). Other aspects of the experiment were identical to those of experiment 1. Each observer was tested with 2 runs, each containing 15 trials for each display set size and lasting 8 min and 15 s. The same observers participated in both experiments 1 and 2 in the same scanning session, with the testing order of the two experiments counterbalanced between observers.
In experiment 3, to distinguish between the object account and the feature account, while the number of objects was kept constant, the amount of object features encoded in VSTM varied between displays. The sample display contained either two colored shapes or two black shapes. The same seven distinctive colors used in experiment 1 were used here. However, unlike experiments 1 and 2, seven distinctive shapes, which were easier to retain in VSTM [as in experiment 4 of Xu and Chun (2006) ], were used in this experiment (Fig. 4 , supplemental Fig. 1 B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). When the sample display contained colored shapes, the test display contained either a shape probe or a color probe that matched a color or shape in the sample display with a 50% probability as in experiment 1 (Fig. 4 A) . When the sample display contained black shapes, the test display always contained a shape probe that matched a shape in the sample display with a 50% probability (Fig. 4 B) . Given the purpose of this experiment, only set size 2 colored-shape displays when shape was probed, and set size 2 black-shape displays were considered. Set size 2 colored-shape displays when color was probed served as filler trials to ensure that both features of each object in the sample display were encoded. To increase task difficulty and ensure observers' attention on the display, displays containing four black shapes were also included as filler trials.
b Filler trials were not analyzed for the purpose of the experiment. This experiment thus contained five conditions: (1) a set size 2 colored-shape display with shapes probed (experimental condition), (2) the same display with colors probed (filler condition), (3) a set size 2 black-shape display (experimental condition), (4) a set size 4 black-shape display (filler condition), and b If the superior IPS represents the total amount of feature information retained in VSTM, its response should also be similar for four features distributed on two objects (the two-colored-shape condition) and for four features distributed on four objects (the four-black-shape filler condition). This experiment, however, was not optimally designed to test this prediction. First, because maximal VSTM capacity for the shape features used was about three [Xu and Chun (2006) , their experiment 4], only about three shapes would be retained in VSTM when four shapes were present in the display. Thus, different numbers of features were retained in the two conditions (four for the twocolored-shape displays, and three for the four-shape displays). Second, in pilot testing, VSTM performance for colors was found to be slightly higher than that for shapes, suggesting that a single shape feature carried a higher information load than a single color feature. The total amount of feature information extracted from the two displays thus might not be matched exactly (even with different number of features extracted from each display). Third, selecting four objects for VSTM encoding could be more attentional demanding than selecting just two. Overall task difficulty therefore was not matched between these two conditions, which could affect superior IPS response when it had not reach plateau. Because of these complications, a direct comparison between the two-colored-shape and the four-shape displays would be hard to interpret. A comparison of this nature was performed in experiment 4 instead, after all of the factors listed above were accounted for. Figure 2 . A, An example trial from experiment 1. Observers encoded one, two, three, four, or six mushroom-like objects presented around the center fixation in a sample display and, after a brief blank delay, judged whether the probe color or shape at the center of the test display was present or absent in the sample display. B, An example trial from experiment 2. The trial was identical to that illustrated in A, except that the probe in the test display was a colored shape. Observers judged whether the color and shape conjunction of the probe was present or absent in the sample display.
(5) a fixation display. As in experiments 1 and 2, the presentation order of the different display types was pseudorandom and balanced in a run. Each observer was tested with two runs, each containing 15 trials per condition and lasting 8 min and 15 s.
In experiment 4, to further distinguish between the object account and the feature account, the reverse manipulation of experiment 3 was used: while the number of object features was kept constant, the number of objects varied between displays. The mushroom-like objects used in experiments 1 and 2 were used here. Observers were asked to remember the color of a mushroom cap and the shape of a mushroom stem. The cap and the stem could either be attached, forming parts of one object (Fig. 6,  top) , or detached and presented at different spatial locations, forming two different objects (Fig. 6, bottom) [see Xu and Chun (2006) , their experiment 2, for a similar manipulation with two shape features]. To facilitate object individuation and prevent grouping when objects appeared next to each other, eight dark squares, marking all possible object locations, were always present in the display (Xu and Chun, 2006 ) (Y. Xu, unpublished observation). The shape of the mushroom cap (always halfmoon shaped) and the color of the mushroom stem (always black) never changed between the sample and the test displays and were task irrelevant. Thus, the relevant color and shape features could either appear on one object, or on two different objects. The cap color was in one of seven distinctive colors as in experiments 1 and 2. The stem shape was in one of four distinctive shapes [three of which were used in experiments 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) ; the fourth one is shown in Fig. 6 ]. The test display contained either a colored mushroom cap (color probe) or a black mushroom stem (shape probe) that matched the relevant color or shape in the sample display with a 50% probability (Fig. 6) . To increase task difficulty and ensure observers' attention on the display, displays containing three attached mushrooms (totaling three objects) or three detached mushrooms (totaling six objects) were also included and served as filler trials. Filler trials were not analyzed for the purpose of the experiment. This experiment thus contained four conditions: (1) a one-object condition, containing one mushroom cap attached to one mushroom stem, (2) a two-object condition, containing one mushroom cap and one mushroom stem detached, (3) a filler condition, containing either three pairs of attached mushroom caps and stems or three pairs of detached mushroom caps and stems, and (4) a fixation condition. As in the preceding experiments, the presentation order of the different trial types was pseudorandom and balanced in a run. Each observer was tested with two runs, each containing 15 trials per condition and lasting 8 min and 15 s.
Localizer scans. As was done previously (Xu and Chun, 2006) , to define the superior IPS region of interest (ROI) in each experiment, a VSTM color experiment with a design identical to that of the main experiments was conducted. A given sample display contained either 2-4 or 6 colored squares around the central fixation (supplemental Fig. 1 A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). The probe color in the test display either matched a color at the same location in the sample display for no-change trials (supplemental Fig. 1 A, top, available at www. jneurosci.org as supplemental material), or it was a color present elsewhere in the sample displays for change trials (supplemental Fig. 1 A, bottom, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Seven colors (red, green, blue, cyan, yellow, white, and magenta) were used. As in the main experiments, all displays subtended 13.7°ϫ 13.7°and were presented on a light gray background. Each colored square subtended 2.0°ϫ 2.0°. Each observer was tested with two runs, each containing 12 trials for each display set size and lasting 5 min and 12 s.
In experiment 3, to evaluate attention-related brain activations, in addition to the superior IPS ROI, the lateral occipital complex (LOC) and the inferior IPS ROIs were also localized in each observer. To define these ROIs, as in the study by Xu and Chun (2006) , observers viewed blocks of black object images and blocks of noise images (supplemental Fig. 1 B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Each object image contained six black shapes, created by the same algorithm used to generate the displays in experiment 3 (supplemental Fig. 1 B, top, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This procedure ensured that only brain regions involved in processing the types of visual objects used in the VSTM experiment were localized (Xu and Chun, 2006) . Each image was presented for 750 ms and followed by a 50 ms blank interval before the next image appeared. To ensure attention on the displays, observers fixated at the center and detected a slight spatial jitter, occurring randomly in one of every 10 images. Each observer was tested with 2 runs, each containing 160 black object images and 160 noise images. Each run lasted 4 min and 40 s. Displays used in this localizer scan had the same spatial extent as those in the main experiments.
In experiment 4, because only the superior and the inferior IPS ROIs were examined and because the inferior IPS does not encode object identity (Xu and Chun, 2006 ) (Y. Xu, unpublished observation), the same inferior IPS localizer as used in experiment 3 was used to localize the inferior IPS ROI in this experiment.
Because the fMRI data analysis software could accurately align brain images acquired from the same observer in different scan sessions, localizer scans were not always acquired in the same scanning session as the main experimental scans. This usually happened when the same localizer scans had already been acquired from the observer in a different study.
fMRI methods
Observers lied on their back inside a Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Trio 3T scanner and viewed through a mirror the displays projected onto a screen at the head of the scanner bore by an LCD projector. Stimulus presentation and behavioral response collection were controlled by an Apple (Cupertino, CA) Powerbook G4 running Matlab with Psychtoolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . Standard protocols were followed to acquire the anatomical images. A gradient echo pulse sequence (echo time, 25 ms; flip angle, 90°; matrix 64 ϫ 64) with a repetition time (TR) of 2.0 s was used in the blocked object and noise image runs and a TR of 1.5 s in the event-related VSTM runs. Twenty-four 5-mm-thick (3.75 mm ϫ 3.75 mm in-plane, 0 mm skip) axial slices parallel to the AC-PC line were collected.
Data analysis
fMRI data collected were analyzed using BrainVoyager QX (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Netherlands). Data preprocessing included slice acquisition time correction, 3D motion correction, linear trend removal, and Talairach space transformation (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) .
A multiple regression analysis was performed separately on each observer on the data acquired in the color VSTM task. The regression coefficient for each set size was weighted by the corresponding behavioral K estimate from that observer for that set size (Todd and Marois, 2004) . The superior IPS ROI was defined as the voxels that showed a significant activation in the regression analysis (false discovery rate, q Ͻ 0.05) and whose Talairach coordinates matched those reported previously (Todd and Marois, 2004) . When extensive activations were observed in the superior IPS, only 20 (1 ϫ 1 ϫ 1 mm 3 ) voxels around the reported Talairach coordinates were chosen. As in the previous study by Xu and Chun (2006) , the LOC ROI in experiment 3 and the inferior IPS ROI in experiments 3 and 4 were defined as regions in the ventral and lateral occipital cortex and in the inferior IPS, respectively, whose activations were higher for objects than for noise images (false discovery rate, q Ͻ 0.05). Example ROIs are shown in supplemental Figure 1C , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material.
These ROIs were overlaid onto the data from the main VSTM experiments and time courses from each observer were extracted. As in previous studies (Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000; Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006) , these time courses were converted to percent signal change for each stimulus condition by subtracting the corresponding value for the fixation trials and then dividing by that value. Following previous convention (Todd and Marois, 2004; Xu and Chun, 2006) , peak responses were derived by collapsing the time courses of all the condic The purpose of this experiment was to show that the superior IPS responds similarly to the same amount of feature information distributed on different number of objects. Although, in theory, the same hypothesis could be tested by comparing brain responses to the three attached and the three detached mushroom objects (the filler trials), in practice, because of object-based encoding in VSTM (Xu, 2002a (Xu, , 2006 , more feature information would be encoded for the attached than for the detached mushroom objects. Thus, a proper test of the central hypothesis cannot be made by comparing these two conditions. The effects of grouping and object-based encoding on brain responses have been addressed in detail in a separate study (Xu and Chun, in press ). For these reasons, this experiment only compared brain responses for one pair of attached and one pair of detached mushroom objects.
tions and determining the time point of greatest signal amplitude in the averaged response. This was done separately for each observer in each ROI. The resulting peak responses were then averaged across observers.
Results

Experiment 1: superior IPS representation of colored shapes in VSTM
In experiment 1, to test the predictions of the integration account that the superior IPS stores integrated whole objects, a set of similar shapes was conjoined with a set of dissimilar colors. Observers encoded 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6 mushroom-like objects presented around the central fixation in a sample display. After a brief blank delay, they judged whether the probe color or shape at the center of the test display was present or absent in the sample display (Fig.  2 A) . Color and shape were probed separately in random order. To evaluate behavioral performance, change detection accuracies were transformed to K estimates as a function of display set size for each feature by applying Cowan's K formula (Cowan, 2001) . To evaluate fMRI responses, an ROI approach was used and averaged fMRI responses from the superior IPS ROI was extracted. This ROI was defined as voxels whose activations correlated with VSTM capacity in a separate color VSTM task (supplemental Fig.  1 A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and whose Talairach coordinates matched those reported previously (Todd and Marois, 2004) .
Overall, among set size 1-4 displays, Ks were greater for colors than for shapes (F (1,11) ϭ 100.92; p Ͻ 0.001), with a significant interaction between feature and display set size (F (3,33) ϭ 13.46; p Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 3, left) . For shapes, Ks did not vary significantly from set size 1 to set size 4 (F (3,33) ϭ 1.89; p Ͼ 0.15). For colors, however, Ks varied significantly from set sizes 1 to 4 (F (3,33) ϭ 32.40; p Ͻ 0.001), increasing from set size 1 to set size 3 and plateauing at set size 3 (F (1,11) ϭ 636.29, p Ͻ 0.001; F (1,11) ϭ 60.73, p Ͻ 0.001; and F Ͻ 1, respectively, for the differences between set sizes 1 and 2, 2 and 3, and 3 and 4). These results indicated that VSTM capacity was ϳ1 for shapes and 3 for colors.
Ks for shapes dropped significantly between set sizes 4 and 6 (F (1,11) ϭ 10.64; p Ͻ 0.01), whereas those for colors did not vary (F (1,11) ϭ 1.04; p Ͼ 0.32). Because only approximately one shape could be retained in VSTM, with set size 6 displays, the probability of retaining the right shape to correctly detect its presence in the test display was ϳ17%. Meanwhile, to decide whether a particular shape was absent in the display, observers would always have to guess. The probability of answering correctly to the shape probes of the set size 6 displays was thus extremely low. To increase overall task performance, observers might have been motivated to abandon shapes all together and only encode colors from the set size 6 displays. This possible switch of strategy could account for the observed behavioral response pattern, although it did not seem to affect fMRI responses in the superior IPS as reported below.
In the superior IPS, the peak fMRI activation was significantly modulated by display set size (F (4,40) ϭ 13.22; p Ͻ 0.001) (Fig. 3 , right) such that it increased from set sizes 1 to 3 and plateaued at set size 3 (F (1,11) ϭ 22.97, p Ͻ 0.01; F (1,11) ϭ 11.94, p Ͻ 0.01; F Ͻ 1; and F Ͻ 1, respectively, for the differences between set sizes 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and 4 and 6). In addition, fMRI activation in this brain area significantly correlated with Ks for colors (F (1,3) ϭ 36.86; p Ͻ 0.01). Compared with the predictions illustrated in Figure 1 , these results indicated that the superior IPS does not represent whole or integrated objects for which both attended object features are successfully retained as predicted by an integration account. Rather, its response pattern is consistent with both the object account and the feature account.
One may argue that in addition to the three accounts outlined earlier, the superior IPS may only store object colors when colors and shapes are retained together (the color only account). Although this account is also consistent with fMRI results from this experiment, it is unlikely the case. First, Xu and Chun (2006) showed that the superior IPS can store both simple and complex object shapes. It is unclear what would prevent this brain area from storing object shapes in the presence of object colors. If anything, one would assume that more, rather than less, neural resources would be recruited to support the harder feature (object shapes) in the present VSTM task. Second, in a post hoc analysis, trials in which shapes were probed were selected and then separated into two groups according to whether the test shape matched one of the sample shapes or not. Repeated presentation of the same visual stimulus has been shown to result in decreased fMRI response in brain areas representing that visual stimulus (Wiggs and Martin, 1998; Henson, 2003; Grill-Spector et al., 2006) . If shapes were encoded together with colors in the superior IPS, then repeating a sample shape in the test display should result in a lower fMRI response than presenting a shape that was not in the sample display. This repetition effect was present and significance for set size 1 displays (F (1,11) ϭ 6.48; p Ͻ 0.05), showed a trend for set size 2 displays (F (1,11) ϭ 2.01; p ϭ 0.18), and diminished as display set size increased from 3 to 6 (F values Ͻ 1). The interaction of this repetition effect and display set size was marginally significant (F (4,44) ϭ 2.13; p ϭ 0.093). Because of VSTM capacity limitations, the likelihood that observers did not retain a particular sample shape in VSTM, making it look "new" when it reappeared in the test display, increased as display set size increased. This could explain why the repetition effect decreased as display set size increased. Moreover, for repeat trials, the amount of stimulus overlap between the sample and the test display decreased as display set size increased, from 100% for set size 1 to 17% for set size 6, which could also modulate the magnitude of this repetition effect. Nevertheless, the significant repetition effect for set size 1 displays and a trend for set size 2 displays indicated that shapes were encoded together with colors in the superior IPS, and argued against the notion that the superior IPS only stores colors when colors and shapes are retained together in VSTM.
Experiment 2: the effect of explicit feature binding on superior IPS representation of colored shapes in VSTM
Results from experiment 1 indicated that the superior IPS does not represent integrated objects. Because color and shape were probed separately, however, observers might have been encouraged to encode colors and shapes independently, rather than form integrated object representations in the superior IPS. That is, the superior IPS may be capable of representing integrated whole objects when such integration is explicitly required. To test this possibility, in this experiment, the design of experiment 1 was repeated, but instead of probing colors and shapes separately in the test display, the conjunctions of color and shape were probed. The probe was either a colored shape present in the sample display, or one consisted of color and shape from two different objects in the sample display (Fig. 2 B) . Observers were asked to judge whether the conjunction probe was present or absent in the sample display. Here, only VSTM for explicit color and shape conjunctions, rather than independent VSTM for color and shape features, would lead to successful task performance. Because of the nature of the task, only set sizes 2, 3, 4, and 6 displays were used. This experiment was performed in the same scanning session with experiment 1. The order of the two experiments was counterbalanced between different observers and the experiment order did not affect the results.
Overall, Ks for color and shape conjunction were marginally significantly modulated by display set size (F (3,33) ϭ 2.63; p Ͻ 0.07) (Fig. 3, left) , with a trend of Ks decreasing as display set sizes increasing from 2 to 6 (F Ͻ 1; F (1,11) ϭ 2.72, p Ͼ 0.12; and F Ͻ 1, respectively, for the differences between set sizes 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and 4 and 6). Comparing this experiment to experiment 1, Ks for conjunction were between Ks for color and shape features probed alone. Namely, Ks were lower for conjunction than for color (F (1,11) ϭ 40.57; p Ͻ 0.001), with a significant interaction between conjunction versus color and display set size (F (3,33) ϭ 6,75; p Ͻ 0.01), and Ks were higher for conjunction than for shape (F (1,11) ϭ 6.74; p Ͻ 0.05), with no interaction between conjunction versus shape and display set size (F Ͻ 1). Thus, when color and shape were retained together, although Ks for explicit color and shape conjunction were higher than Ks for the shape feature and benefited from the higher Ks for the color feature, the overall K pattern mirrored that for the shape feature across display set sizes.
Although behavioral results from this experiment and experiment 1 indicated that only about one whole objects could be retained in VSTM, peak fMRI activation in the superior IPS was still significantly modulated by display set size (F (3,33) ϭ 4.15; p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 3, right) , increasing from set sizes 2 to 3, and plateauing at set size 3 (F (1,11) ϭ 12.27, p Ͻ 0.01; F Ͻ 1; and F Ͻ 1, respectively, for the differences between set sizes 2 and 3, 3 and 4, and 4 and 6). Comparing superior IPS responses between experiments 1 and 2, there was neither significant difference between the two experiments (F (1,11) ϭ 2.17; p Ͼ 0.16), nor an interaction between experiments and display set size in peak fMRI activations (F Ͻ 1).
These results thus replicated those of experiment 1 and showed that the superior IPS does not store integrated whole objects, as predicted by an integration account, even when feature binding is explicitly required. Rather, response in this brain area reflects either the retention of object features (two, three, four, . Example trials from experiment 3. There were two types of experimental trials. In A, observers viewed two colored shapes in the sample display and, after a brief delay, judged in the test display whether a particular color or shape was present in the sample display. In B, observers viewed two black shapes in the sample display and judged whether a particular shape was present in the sample display. A and B thus contained the same number of objects, but differed in the amount of feature information observers encoded into VSTM.
four, and four features for set sizes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 displays, respectively), or the retention of total number of (whole plus partial) objects (one, two, three, three, and three objects for set sizes 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 displays, respectively). In previous studies (Xu and Chun, 2006; Marois, 2004, 2005) , because each object in the display contained a single feature and the task only required judgment on the retention of that feature, superior IPS response was found to be strongly correlated with behavioral K measures. The use of the conjunction probe in this experiment, however, required observers to retain both the color and the shape features of an object to perform the task successfully. Because only about one shape and three color features could be retained, behavioral performance was limited by the shape feature retained. As display set size increased, although the number of color features retained could still increase and contribute to superior IPS response increase, they could not contribute to behavioral performance improvement. Thus, whereas behavioral K measures asymptoted at around set sizes 1 and 2, superior IPS response asymptoted at set size 3, resulting in a disagreement between behavioral and neural measures that was not observed in previous studies. However, these results do not contradict previous findings. But rather, they provide us with a better understanding of how multiple object features may be retained together in the superior IPS.
Experiment 3: retaining the same number of objects but different number of features in superior IPS
Although results from experiments 1 and 2 ruled out the integration account, it is unclear whether the object account or the feature account best describes how object features are stored in the superior IPS during VSTM. To differentiate between these two accounts, this experiment varied the number of features that might be encoded while holding the number of objects constant between displays. Observers retained either two colored shapes in VSTM and memory for colors and shapes was probed separately as in experiment 1, or they retained just two black shapes in VSTM and memory for shapes was probed (Fig. 4) . The experiment used the same set of dissimilar colors as in the previous two experiments; however, instead of similar shapes, this experiment used a set of dissimilar shapes that had a maximal VSTM capacity of approximately three (Xu and Chun, 2006) . If the superior IPS represents the total number of objects encoded as predicted by the object account, then responses in this brain area should be comparable whether observers retained two colored shapes or two black shapes in VSTM. However, if the superior IPS represents the total amount of object feature information encoded as predicted by the feature account, then response in this brain area should be higher for the colored shapes (with a total of four features retained) than for the black shapes (with a total of only two features retained).
Because differences in task difficulty and attention allocation between conditions could potentially modulate brain responses, especially before superior IPS response reaches plateau, two measures were taken to guard against such effects. First, observers only had to remember a maximal of two colored shapes or two black shapes, a task load that was below the maximal VSTM capacity of three for these objects. Task performance was thus at the ceiling for both conditions, eliminating possible differences in task difficulty between the two. Second, to further assess differences in attention allocation between the two conditions, fMRI responses from two other brain areas were examined. If response differences in the superior IPS between the two conditions were caused by differences in overall attention allocation, then the same response differences should be observed in other brain areas involved in the VSTM task. For this purpose, in this experiment, in addition to the superior IPS, the LOC and the inferior IPS regions were also localized in each observer. LOC participates in visual object shape processing and conscious object perception (Malach et al., 1995; Grill-Spector et al., 1998 Kanwisher, 2000, 2001) , whereas the inferior IPS has been linked to attention-related processing (Wojciulik and Kanwisher, 1999; Kourtzi and Kanwisher, 2000) . In a VSTM task, Xu and Chun (2006) showed that, whereas the inferior IPS selects a fixed number of approximately four objects via their spatial locations, the LOC, together with the superior IPS, encodes the shape features of a subset of the selected objects into great detail in VSTM. Thus, both the LOC and the inferior IPS participate in VSTM and are good candidate areas to examine attention related responses for the purpose of the present experiment. These two brain areas were localized following the procedures described by Xu and Chun (2006) . fMRI response for the black shapes was compared with that for the colored shapes when shape was probed. Thus, the critical comparison involved comparing two displays that had the same shape probe, but differed in the amount of feature information initially encoded. Trials where colors were probed were treated as fillers and their fMRI responses were not analyzed. Behavioral Ks for the number of object shapes retained in VSTM were at ceiling and were 1.85 (SE, 0.04) and 1.91 (SE, 0.06) for the colored shapes and the black shapes, respectively, with no difference between the two (F Ͻ 1) (K for the number of colors retained from the colored shape condition was 1.80 (SE, 0.05), with no difference between this condition and either of the shape conditions (F Ͻ 1 between . fMRI results of experiment 3 (with within-subject SEs). Peak fMRI responses in the superior IPS were greater for shape with color than for shape alone. However, they did not differ in the inferior IPS and reversed direction in the LOC. These results indicate that the superior IPS represents the total amount of feature information stored in VSTM as predicted by the feature account, rather than the total number of objects retained as predicted by the object account.
the two features of the colored shape condition, and F (1,7) ϭ 1.39, p Ͼ 0.27 between the color of the colored shape condition and the black shape condition). In the LOC, peak fMRI response was lower for the colored than that for the black shapes (F (1,7) ϭ 6.62; p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig.  5) . This difference was not significant in the inferior IPS (F Ͻ 1) (Fig. 5 ). In contrast, in the superior IPS, peak fMRI response was higher for the colored than that for the black shapes (F (1,7) ϭ 6.61; p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 5) . The interaction between display type and superior IPS vs LOC and the interaction between display type and superior IPS vs inferior IPS were both significant (F (1,7) ϭ 14.50, p Ͻ 0.01; and F (1,7) ϭ 9.44, p Ͻ 0.05, respectively) (Time courses of the fMRI responses from all three ROIs are plotted in supplemental Fig. 2 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Thus, neither behavioral results nor responses from the inferior IPS or the LOC indicated that remembering the colored shapes was more difficult and more attentional demanding than remembering the black shapes. In fact, a higher response was observed in the LOC for the black than for the colored shapes. The higher superior IPS response for the colored shapes (four features retained) than for the black shapes (two features retained) therefore indicated that the superior IPS represents the total amount of feature information retained in VSTM, rather than the total number of objects. The feature account therefore seems to best describe how colors and shapes are retained together in this brain area. Xu and Chun (2006) showed that the inferior IPS tracks the number of objects in a display up to appoximately four via their spatial locations. Consistent with this finding, given that both the colored shape display and the black shape display contained two objects, the inferior IPS responses did not differ between these two conditions. LOC responses were greater for the black shapes than for the colored shapes. This could be because of shape outlines being sharper for the black shapes than for the colored shapes. Consequently, LOC responses might reflect this difference in contour contrast, although it did not affect behavioral performance.
Experiment 4: retaining different number of objects but the same number of features in superior IPS
To further distinguished between the object account and the feature account of information storage in the superior IPS, this experiment varied the number of objects encoded while holding the number of object features constant between displays. Observers were asked to remember the color of a mushroom cap and the shape of a mushroom stem. The shape of the mushroom cap (always half-moon shaped) and the color of the mushroom stem (always black) never changed between the sample and the test displays and they were task irrelevant. The cap and the stem could either be attached, forming parts of one object, or detached and presented at different spatial locations, forming two separate objects (Fig. 6) [see Xu and Chun (2006) , their experiment 2, for a similar manipulation with two shape features]. Thus, the same set of object features was present on different number of objects in the two display conditions. VSTM for color and shape was probed separately as in experiment 1. The seven dissimilar colors and the three dissimilar stem shapes used in experiments 1 and 2
Shape Probe
Color Probe Two Objects One Object Figure 6 . Example trials from experiment 4. There were two types of experimental trials. In A, observers viewed in the sample display one object containing a colored cap attached to a black stem. In B, observers viewed in the sample display two objects, one containing a colored cap and the other containing a black stem. In both conditions, after a brief delay, observers judged in the test display whether a particular cap color or stem shape was present in the sample display. A and B thus contained the same number of features, but different numbers of objects. To facilitate object individuation and prevent grouping when objects appeared next to each other, eight dark squares, marking all possible object locations, were always present in the display. . fMRI results of experiment 4 (with within-subject SEs). Although peak fMRI responses were greater for one than for two objects in the inferior IPS, they did not differ in the superior IPS. These results indicate that whereas the inferior IPS tracks the number of objects, the superior IPS tracks the total amount of feature information retained in VSTM, consistent with the prediction of the feature account, and not the object account.
were used here, with the addition of a new stem shape (Fig. 6) . If the superior IPS represents the total number of objects encoded as predicted by the object account, then response in this brain area should be lower for one than for two objects present in the display. However, if the superior IPS represents the total amount of object feature information encoded as predicted by the feature account, then response in this brain area should be comparable between the two display conditions. Because the inferior IPS tracks the number of objects in a display up to approximately four via their spatial locations (Xu and Chun, 2006) , this brain area should show a lower response for the one than for the twoobject display. The inferior IPS response thus was also examined in this experiment to verify that the experimental manipulation worked as intended.
Behavioral Ks for the number of features retained in VSTM were at ceiling and were 1.92 (SE, 0.04) and 1.89 (SE, 0.05) for displays containing one and two objects, respectively, with no difference between the two (F Ͻ 1). In the inferior IPS, peak fMRI response was lower for one than for two objects (F (1,6) ϭ 7.04; p Ͻ 0.05) (Fig. 7) . This difference, however, was not significant in the superior IPS (F Ͻ 1) (Fig. 7) . The interaction between display type and inferior versus superior IPS was significant (F (1,6) ϭ 11.31; p Ͻ 0.05) (time courses of the fMRI responses from both ROIs are plotted in supplemental Fig. 3 , available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
Thus, whereas inferior IPS response reflected the number of objects encoded, as in the study by Xu and Chun (2006) , superior IPS response reflected the total amount of feature information retained, independent of the number of objects these features came from. These results further support the feature account of information storage in the superior IPS.
Discussion
Previous fMRI studies reported that response in the superior IPS correlates strongly with the number of objects held in VSTM Marois, 2004, 2005; Xu and Chun, 2006) . Because each object contained a single feature in these studies, superior IPS response could reflect either the number of objects or the number of features successfully retained in VSTM. In addition to this ambiguity, it is also unknown how an object's color and shape may be retained together in VSTM in this brain area. Using an event-related fMRI design and an independent ROI-based approach, this study showed that the superior IPS holds neither integrated whole objects nor the total number of objects stored in VSTM. Rather, it represents the total amount of feature information retained in VSTM.
The ability to accumulate information acquired from different visual feature dimensions suggests that the superior IPS may be a flexible information storage device. Consistent with this idea, tasks involving numerical representations, which usually require the accumulation of input visual information, also activate the parietal cortex, especially areas around the IPS (Dehaene et al., 1999; Eger et al., 2003; Fias et al., 2003; Nieder and Miller, 2004; Piazza et al., 2004; Sawamura et al., 2002; Nieder, 2005) . Likewise, decision processes relying on sensory information accumulation also elicit parietal activations (Eskandar and Assad, 1999; Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Shadlen and Newsome, 2001; Toth and Assad, 2002; Sugreu et al., 2004; Huk and Shadlen, 2005) . Finally, multisensory integration involving integrating information from different sensory modalities (e.g., vision and audition) activates parietal cortex as well (Bremmer et al., 2001; Kitada et al., 2006) (for review, see Macaluso and Driver, 2005 ). Whether the same or different parietal areas participate in VSTM and these other cognitive tasks, however, awaits additional research. Todd and Marois (2004) and Xu and Chun (2006) reported that the superior IPS participates in both VSTM encoding and maintenance. Because VSTM maintenance sustains an already formed representation rather than creates a new representation, the same object representation should be present during both VSTM encoding and maintenance. Thus, although this study only used short VSTM retention intervals and could not separate VSTM encoding-and maintenance-related responses because of the sluggishness of the fMRI response, the superior IPS response pattern obtained should generalize to both VSTM encoding and maintenance if an extended delay period was used.
Task difficulty and superior IPS response
Although experiment 3 attempted to match task difficulty between the two conditions by making the task easy which resulted in ceiling performance and there were no response differences in two other brain areas involved in the VSTM task, one could argue that it might have been more effortful to retained two colored shapes than two black shapes, with different brain areas showing different sensitivity to differences in task difficulty. Consequently, response differences in the superior IPS could reflect differences in task difficulty, rather than information storage in this brain area. In experiment 4, task difficulty between the two conditions was also matched by making the task easy which resulted in ceiling performance. However, one could similarly argue that it might have still been more effortful to retain two than one object in VSTM because of object-based encoding (Luck and Vogel, 1997; Xu, 2002a Xu, , 2006 . In fact, inferior IPS response was higher for two than for one object in this experiment. Yet, there was no superior IPS response difference between these two conditions. Together, task difficulty is unlikely to account for the superior IPS results from both experiments 3 and 4.
In both experiments 1 and 2, superior IPS response did not increase linearly with increasing task difficulty as display set size increased. But rather, it plateaued at set size 3, corresponding to the number of features retained in VSTM. Similarly results were also obtained in Marois (2004, 2005) and in Xu and Chun (2006) . Although one could argue that superior IPS response simply saturates at some display set size with increasing task difficulty, given that its response always saturates at the set size corresponding to the number of features retained in VSTM, what drives response in this brain area thus cannot be general task difficulty, but rather, the amount of feature information retained in VSTM as shown in the present study.
The object benefit in VSTM
To explain the behavioral VSTM object benefit that all of an attended object's features may be automatically encoded together into VSTM, Luck and Vogel (1997) argued that only integrated objects are stored in VSTM (see also Irwin and Andrews, 1996; Vogel et al., 2001) . Later studies, however, argued that different object features are retained in independent VSTM storages and the VSTM object benefit results from features not competing for the same VSTM storage (Wheeler and Treisman, 2002; Xu, 2002b) . The present fMRI results challenge these behavioral accounts in three ways and bring new understanding to the object benefit in VSTM.
First, although the superior IPS response correlates most strongly with VSTM capacity, it does not seem to represent integrated object representations. Second, because the superior IPS stores the total amount of feature information retained in VSTM, different object features are therefore not always stored independently. This could explain the weak object benefit reported by Olson and Jiang (2002) , who found in their behavioral study that both the number of objects and features affect VSTM capacity. Third, because observers could only retain approximately three colors and one shape together in VSTM when similar shapes and dissimilar colors were conjoined in experiments 1 and 2, not all features of an attended object could be automatically stored together in VSTM. Because only salient and highly discriminable features were used in previous studies and similar VSTM capacities were obtained for single object features (Luck and Vogel, 1997) , different object features were likely matched in similarity/ complexity, resulting in the VSTM object benefit reported in the behavioral literature. Real-world objects are less likely to be so. Consequently, the object benefit may not apply to the encoding of object features in VSTM in general.
The binding problem
Understanding how multifeature objects are stored in the superior IPS not only broadens our knowledge of the neural mechanisms supporting VSTM, but also provides new insights into the well known "binding problem" in the brain. Because different object features are initially processed by different visual areas, understanding how different object features are properly bound to form the percept of a coherent multifeature object has been the pursuit of decades of brain research (for review, see Robertson, 2003; Humphreys and Riddoch, 2006) . The influential work by Treisman et al. (Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Treisman and Schmidt, 1982; Treisman, 1998) showed that focused visual attention to objects is essential for feature binding, which links different object features at the same spatial location to each other. The parietal cortex has been shown to play an important role in achieving successful feature binding. In patient studies, bilateral or unilateral damage to the parietal cortex could lead to severe impairment in feature binding (Cohen and Rafal, 1991; Friedman-Hill et al., 1995; Humphreys et al., 2000) . In brainimaging studies, activations in the parietal areas have been correlated with feature binding (Corbetta et al., 1995; Wojciulik and Kanwisher, 1999; Shafritz et al., 2002) . For example, after controlling for task difficulty and eye-movements, Shafritz et al. (2002) observed higher activation in the right superior parietal cortex and the right IPS when feature binding demand was high compared with when such demand was low. Synchronized neural firing between features of the same object (Singer and Gray, 1995) has been proposed as a plausible method for feature binding. Damage to the spatial attention mechanisms in the parietal cortex is believed to disrupt feedback signals to early visual cortex which normally help produce synchronized neuronal firing between relevant visual features (Humphreys and Riddoch, 2006) .
Although the role of the parietal cortex in feature binding has been highlighted in previous research, it is assumed that object features are not directly represented in the parietal cortex, but rather, in the ventral visual cortex where they are first encoded and analyzed. The present results, however, suggest a plausible different neuronal solution to the binding problem. Instead of using synchronized neuronal firing to link visual features in different visual areas, different object features may simply be encoded and stored together by neurons in the superior IPS to achieve the binding between two arbitrary visual features. Although, presently, it is unclear how object features are represented together in the superior IPS, whether as bound entities, or as randomly scattered features. Moreover, parietal areas outside the superior IPS may be critical for feature binding d and need to be included in this framework. Nevertheless, the present results provide new insights into the binding problem in the brain and shall enrich our understanding of how multifeature objects are represented in the brain.
